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RACKETS • RAQUETTES

CQ1100 - DONIC-SCHILDKRÖT APPELGREN LEVEL 100 TABLE TENNIS RACKET (ST)
Level 100 control racket for basic play by players without special experience. Straight (ST) handle. Jade 
short-pips rubber without sponge. Five-ply Basic blade. Mikael Appelgren is one of the greatest players 
of all time and holds several World Championship Titles. The Appelgren line of rackets offers excellent 
quality for the price. The Level 300 to 500 rackets are best suited to school sports. These are basic rackets 
covered in pips-out rubber with no sponge (AKA, hard rubber). Designed for players just starting out who 
need control and slower speeds. Or those that don’t care about those fancy sponge rackets. Or perhaps 
those who want to return to the roots of table tennis, when hard rubber ruled the roost during the fi rst half 
of the 20th century. There’s something magical about the sound these hard rubber rackets make when 
contacting the ball. It’s said that Table Tennis’ popular pseudonym, Ping Pong, came from the sound of 
the ball rebounding off the table (Ping) and then the hard rubber racket striking the ball (Pong). If you get 
a fast rally going with these rackets, there is something charming about the sound, that’s missing from 
the game when played with those muted sponge rackets. If that sounds like your ideal racket SPECIFICA-
TIONS Classifi cation Control Plies 5 Handle Straight Rubber Jade ; pimples out ITTF-approved No Control 
100 Speed 30 Spin 50 Indoor/Outdoor Indoor Material Wood Basic

CQ1201 - DONIC-SCHILDKRÖT APPELGREN 200 TABLE TENNIS RACKET
Speed: 40, Spin: 50, Control: 100 5 ply blade with anatomic shaped handle New plastic handle which 
is easy to clean Red and black Jade pimpled out rubber with 1.5mm sponge Protective edging tape Half 
headed blister packaging for easy display Display packaging front and back Attractive yellow/grey front 
label with Mikael Appelgren Endorsed by Mikael Appelgren

CQ1301 - DONIC-SCHILDKRÖT APPELGREN 300 TABLE TENNIS RACKET
Speed: 50, Spin: 50, Control: 90 5 ply blade with concave shaped handle New plastic handle which is 
easy to clean Red and black Jade ITTF approved reversed rubber with 1.5 mm sponge • Protective edging 
tape • Half headed blister packaging for easy display • Display packaging front and back • Attractive 
yellow/grey front label with Mikael Appelgren • Endorsed by Mikael Appelgren • Speed 50, Spin 50, 
Control 90

CQ1401 - DONIC-SCHILDKRÖT APPELGREN 400 TABLE TENNIS RACKET
Speed: 60, Spin: 50, Control: 90 • 5 ply blade with concave shaped handle • New plastic handle which 
is easy to clean • Red and black Elite 1 Star ITTF approved reversed rubber with 1.5 mm sponge • Half 
headed blister packaging for easy display • Display packaging front and back • Attractive green/grey 
front label with Mikael Appelgren • Endorsed by Mikael Appelgren

CQ1501 - DONIC-SCHILDKRÖT APPELGREN 500 TABLE TENNIS RACKET
Speed: 50, Spin: 50, Control: 80 - Material: Wood - Technology: AVS (Anti Vibration System), provides 
less vibration and greater control - Sponge: 1,5mm

CQ1600 - APPLEGREN LINE 600
AVS-handle, Prestige rubber, 1,8mm, concave, type of player: Allround
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CQ8212 - DONIC-SCHILDKRÖT CARBOTEC 900 FL TABLE TENNIS RACKET
An excellent alround racket and for the more competitive player most suitable for a more defensive game. 
(ALLROUND+). 20% carbon blade. Material : 20% Carbon Handle : concave Rubber : Champion-QRC 
Sponge: 1,9mm Speed: 100 Spin: 100 Control: 80

CQ8214 - DONIC-SCHILDKRÖT CARBOTEC 3000 FL TABLE TENNIS RACKET
For a controlled alround and still quite fast attacking game (ATTACK). 50% carbon blade. Material : 50% 
Carbon Handle : concave and anatomic Rubber : Energy-QRC Sponge: 2,1mm Speed: 110 Spin: 110 
Control: 70

CQ8216 - DONIC-SCHILDKRÖT CARBOTEC 7000 FL TABLE TENNIS RACKET
Carbotec - the top line of performance rackets from Donic-Schildkröt. Awarded the coveted international 
RED DOT design award in 2009 and the Plus X Award in 2010 by two independant juries! These high 
performance rackets are a Schildkröt innovation that represent the top of the line from Donic-Schildkröt. 
Table tennis rackets with carbon (graphite) material allow for fast playing speeds with good control for 
players with experience and good techniques. Also allows for quick learning progress for less advanced 
players. Carbon rackets represent the ultimate quality in table tennis for the most demanding players that 
take their hobby seriously and who require the best material available. Carbon makes the blade stiffer 
and harder than all-wood blades. It enlarges the sweet spot of the blade, increases the return of energy, 
and reduces the weight. Carbon allows you to have a more dynamic and powerful game. The 7000 is 
the fastest of the three Carbotec models. Ideally suited for a fast allround or controlled attacking game. It 
is the only blade that is 100% carbon. Has a Flared handle. Comes with red/black, 2.3mm Liga rubber 
and features the QRC (Quick Rubber Change) system to make peeling off your old rubber and attaching 
your new rubber a piece of cake! Material : 100% Carbon Handle : concave and anatomic Rubber : 
Liga-QRC Sponge: 2,3mm

CQ3401 - DONIC WALDNER 400 TABLE TENNIS RACKET
Speed: 40, Spin: 40, Control: 80 Waldner 400 lowest price in the Donic line up! Allows a regular all-
round game with an outstanding control. With concave handle and with 1.5 mm sponge rubber sheets.

CQ3501 - DONIC WALDNER 500 TABLE TENNIS RACKET
Speed: 80, Spin: 60, Control: 80 Sponge Thickness: 1.8mm Caoutchouc all around bat. The easy 
controllable racket comes with 1.8 mm soft red and black rubber in combination with the 5-ply allround 
plywood. This generates a bat that is safe and pleasant to play.

CQ3601 - DONIC WALDNER 600 TABLE TENNIS RACKET
Wood: Vario (5V), Handle: concave, rubber: Donic-star Thickness: 1,8mm Level 600 bat to learn all 
playing techniques with good spin and control. Suitable for all playing techniques with good spin and 
excellent control. With concave handle and with Donic-star-star 2.0 mm rubber sheets. Spped: 60 Spin: 
60 Control: 70

CQ3701 - DONIC WALDNER LEVEL 700 TABLE TENNIS RACKET FL
Suitable for demanding playing techniques with good spin at high speed. With concave handle and with 
Vari Slick 2.0 mm rubber sheets. Speed: 80 Spin: 70 Control: 60
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CQ3801 - DONIC WALDNER 800 TABLE TENNIS RACKET
Wood : Tactic (5T), Handle : concave, Rubber : Vari Slick Sponge: 2.1 mm Speed: 80 Spin: 80 Control: 
60 Powerful Shots with Donic Waldner 800 Table Tennis Racket Donic Waldner series table tennis rackets 
are endorsed by Jan-Ove waldner many times world champion. This table tennis rackets series is specially 
designed for attacking players. Donic Waldner 800 is manufactured with 2 high quality carbon layered 
with wooden carbon plies to give very good speed in game. Donic used 5 tactic plies confi gurations for 
this racket which is glued with innovative technology to give you well balanced TT bat. A Balanced TT bat 
will help in plying effective shots which will be results into good speed and spin. This Table Tennis racket 
handle is equipped concave handle style. This type of handle will provide better grip. Donic used Vari 
Slick (High Quality TT Rubber used for professional play) and approved by ITTF with 2.1 mm thickness. 
Rubber is prepared with new and innovative way which will provide super fi ne playing surface with op-
timum speed and spin. Donic Waldner 800 racket gives you 80 Speed, Spin 80 and Control 60. Donic 
Series Table Tennis Racket is equipped with these features: - ABP (Adjustable Balance Point) or Ergonomic 
Handle. Adjustable Balance Point (ABP) Donic company will provide a new technology which helps to 
adjust the balance point with individual need. Adjustable Balance Point Technology increases the larger 
sweet spot area which ensures premium control. This technology helps for players to set the balance point 
which will give you individual styles of play. Table tennis rackets weight distribute towards the head of bat 
which will give you more striking power for an attacking style.

CQ3901 - DONIC WALDNER 900 LEVEL TABLE TENNIS RACKET
Speed: 100 , Spin: 100 , Control: 60 This top of the line racket allows sophisticated play of all play tech-
niques. Get the most speed and spin for your offensive game. A 5-ply wood which comes with AVS ( Anti 
Fibe System ) and 2.1 mm red and black Easy Slick rubber and a Flared handle. Less Vibration = More 
Control = Better Feel.

CQ1001 - DONIC WALDNER 1000 LEVEL TABLE TENNIS RACKET
Wood: Competition (5C) Handle: concave Rubber: Easy Slick Sponge: 2,1mm Level 1000 bat for sophis-
ticated play of all techniques with spin and high speed (ATTACK).

CQ7518 - DONIC WALDNER 3000 LEVEL TABLE TENNIS RACKET
Level 3000 bat with two top quality carbon layers permit an aggressive and fast game of attack (AT-
TACK). Wood : Carbon (5CC Competition) Handle : concave Rubber : Liga Sponge: 2,1mm Speed: 100 
Spin: 110 Control: 50

CQ5001 - DONIC WALDNER 5000 LEVEL TABLE TENNIS RACKET
The top bat comes in a high quality blister. A Level 5000 bat with two top quality carbon layers permit 
an aggressive and fast game of attack (ATTACK). Wood : Carbon (5CC Competition) Handle : concave 
Rubber : Liga Sponge: 2,3mm Speed: 110 Spin: 110 Control: 50

CQ6150 - LEGENDS 150 FSC
Jade-rubber, FSC-wood, concave handle, type of player: Control

CQ6200 - LEGENDS 200 FSC
Pimple out rubber, 1,0mm, FSC-wood, concave handle, type of player: Control
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CQ6300 - LEGENDS 300 FSC
Jade-rubber, 1,0mm, FSC-wood, concave handle, type of player: Control

CQ6400 - LEGENDS 400 FSC
Jade-rubber, 1,6mm, FSC-wood, concave handle, type of player: Control

CQ6500 - LEGENDS 500 FSC
AVS-handle, Elite-rubber, 1,8mm, FSC-wood, concave handle, type of player: Allround

CQ6600 - LEGENDS 600 FSC
Ergo-handle, Prestige-rubber, 1,8mm, FSC-wood, concave handle, type of player: Allround

CQ6700 - LEGENDS 700 FSC
AVS/Ergo-handle, Avantgarde-rubber, 2,0mm, FSC-wood, concave handle, type of player: Attack

CQ6800 - LEGENDS 800 FSC
AVS/PLS/Ergo-handle, Champion-rubber, 2,0mm, FSC-wood, concave handle,type of player: Attack

CQ6900 - LEGENDS 900 FSC
AVS/PLS/Ergo-handle, Spinmax-rubber, 2,1mm, FSC-wood, concave handle, type of player: Attack

CQ6999 - LEGENDS 1000 FSC
AVS/PLS/Ergo-handle, Energy-rubber, 2,3mm, FSC-wood, concave handle, in new high-quality cardboard 
packaging, type of player: Attack
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CQ7150 - ASIAN CHAMPIONS 150
Red Jade-rubber on front side, wooden handle, 5mm plywood 

CQ7300 - ASIAN CHAMPIONS 300
Red Jade-rubber & 1.0mm sponge on front side, wooden handle, 5mm plywood 

CQ7400 - ASIAN CHAMPIONS 400
Red Jade-rubber & 1.5mm sponge on front side, wooden handle, 5mm plywood 

CQ7500 - ASIAN CHAMPIONS 500
Red Elite-rubber & 1.5mm sponge on front side, wooden handle, 6mm plywood 

CQ7600 - ASIAN CHAMPIONS 600
Red Prestige-rubber & 1.8mm sponge on front side, wooden handle, 6mm plywood 

CQ7700 - ASIAN CHAMPIONS 700
Red Avantgarde-rubber & 2.0mm sponge on front side, full cork handle, 9mm plywood with cork layer

CQ7800 - ASIAN CHAMPIONS 800
Red Champion-rubber & 2.0mm sponge on front side, wooden handle, 9mm plywood with cork layer

CQ7900 - ASIAN CHAMPIONS 900
Red Spinmax-rubber & 2.0mm sponge on front side, cork-wood handle, 9mm plywood with cork layer
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CQ7999 - ASIAN CHAMPIONS 1000
Red Energy-rubber & 2.2mm sponge on front side, cork-wood handle, 9mm plywood with cork layer

HQ1201 - STIGA SANDY ST TABLE TENNIS RACKET
Surface: Sand face. Handle: Straight. Blade: Multi-ply

HQ1202 - STIGA HARDBAT ST TABLE TENNIS RACKET
Surface: Pips out. Handle: Straight. Blade: 5-ply

HQ1220 - STIGA ASPIRE FL TABLE TENNIS RACKET
Rubber: Red/black. Handle: Concave. Sponge: 1.5mm. Blade: 5-ply

HQ1231 - STIGA PULSE TABLE TENNIS RACKET
Stiga Pulse Table Tennis Racket has inverted rubber for increased ball control and added spin. Measures 
10 L x 6 W inches. Has a concave handle with a 5-ply blade. Paddle has a 1.6 mm sponge and inverted 
rubber. Racket is USA Table Tennis (USATT) approved. Recommended for youth or beginner players

HQ1240 - STIGA T1240 CHARGER TABLE TENNIS RACKET
Rubber: Tournament , 2mm, inverted, red/black Blade: 5-ply, wood Handle: Flared, made of Italian com-
posite for increased comfort Good choice for all-round play with excellent control USATT Approved Full 
clamshell package SPECIFICATIONS Plies 5 Handle Flared Rubber Tournament inverted Sponge Thickness 
2.0 mm ITTF-approved No Control 55 Speed 45 Spin 51 Indoor/Outdoor Indoor

HQ1250 - STIGA T1250 APEX TABLE TENNIS RACKET
Rubber: Drive inverted with ACS technology Handle: Concave Italian composite with WRB system 
Sponge: 2.0mm Blade: 5-ply extra light SPECIFICATIONS Plies 5 Handle Flared Rubber Drive inverted 
Sponge Thickness 2.0 mm ITTF-approved Yes Control 80 Speed 65 Spin 52 Indoor/Outdoor Indoor ACS 
Technology Yes WRB system Yes
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HQ1251 - STIGA BLAZE TABLE TENNIS RACKET
Looking to turn up the heat? Use the Stiga Blaze Table Tennis Racket. Boasting ACS and WRB technolo-
gies, it’s rated for top-quality speed, spin and control. It’s made with an extra-light blade and a concave 
composite handle and is approved by the International Table Tennis Federation (ITTF) for tournament-level 
play. Inverted rubber equipped with ACS technology for plenty of control. Built with a 5-ply extra-light 
blade, 2-millimeter sponge and a concave Italian composite handle. WRB tech balances out weight and 
speed for optimal performance. 65 speed rated, 52 spin rated and 80 control rated. Approved by the 
ITTF for tournament-level play. Measures 6 inches W x 10 inches L

HQ1285 - STIGA FLOW OUTDOOR GREEN TABLE TENNIS RACKET
Weatherproof and Shock-Resistant for Both Indoor and Outdoor Play Offers Good Control and Decent 
Spin for Recreational Play 30° Playing Surface Made of Durable Materials for Longevity Blade is made 
from polypropylene reinforced with glass fiber and with a thermoplastic polymer handle. Surface is a soft 
polymer plastic that grabs the ball surprisingly well. Virtually indestructible. Almost impossible to remove 
the polymer playing surface from the blade, making it perfect for parks, schools, campgrounds, and insti-
tutions. Performance Ratings: Speed- 45, Spin- 45, Control- 90 Lime Green with White Accents

HQ1286 - STIGA FLOW OUTDOOR BLACK TABLE TENNIS RACKET
Weatherproof and Shock-Resistant for Both Indoor and Outdoor Play Offers Good Control and Decent 
Spin for Recreational Play 25° Soft Playing Surface Made of Durable Materials for Longevity Blade is 
made from polypropylene reinforced with glass fiber and with a thermoplastic polymer handle. Surface 
is a soft polymer plastic that grabs the ball surprisingly well. Virtually indestructible. Almost impossible to 
remove the polymer playing surface from the blade, making it perfect for parks, schools, campgrounds, 
and institutions. Performance Ratings: Speed- 50, Spin- 60, Control- 80 Black with White Accents

HQ9601 - STIGA PURE ADVANCE BLUE TABLE TENNIS RACKET
A Performance-Level Racket with Added Flare Excellent Control with ACS Technology Increased Speed 
with Crystal Technology that Hardens the Blade 3 Star Rubber, Concave Handle, 1.5 mm Sponge, 5-ply 
Blade Speed: 75 Spin: 65 Control: 65 Stiga Pure Racket ! These recreational grade rackets come in your 
choice of four vivid colors! Green , Yellow , Blue, and Pink . Being so colorful, they are, of course, not 
permitted in sanctioned competitions, which are restricted to black on one side and red on the other. How 
bland! But hey, if you don’t play in sanctioned tournaments, why not add some color and flare to your 
racket? These rackets are covered in 1.5 mm Stiga -star-star inverted rubber. This rubber incorporates Sti-
ga’s ACS Technology which allows very high speed to be combined with max springiness and elasticity in 
an ultralight rubber possessing outstanding control. The blade is 5-ply with a Flared handle and is covered 
in a special Crystal Technology lacquer that stiffens the blade and increases its speed. The crowning touch 
is the racket has an edge tape in matching color. Very sharp looking. No other racket looks like these!

HQ9701 - STIGA PURE ADVANCE PINK TABLE TENNIS RACKET
A Performance-Level Racket with Added Flare Excellent Control with ACS Technology Increased Speed 
with Crystal Technology that Hardens the Blade 3 Star Rubber, Concave Handle, 1.5 mm Sponge, 5-ply 
Blade Speed: 75 Spin: 65 Control: 65 Stiga Pure Racket ! These recreational grade rackets come in your 
choice of four vivid colors! Green , Yellow , Blue , and Pink . Being so colorful, they are, of course, not 
permitted in sanctioned competitions, which are restricted to black on one side and red on the other. How 
bland! But hey, if you don’t play in sanctioned tournaments, why not add some color and flare to your 
racket? These rackets are covered in 1.5 mm Stiga -star-star inverted rubber. This rubber incorporates Sti-
ga’s ACS Technology which allows very high speed to be combined with max springiness and elasticity in 
an ultralight rubber possessing outstanding control. The blade is 5-ply with a Flared handle and is covered 
in a special Crystal Technology lacquer that stiffens the blade and increases its speed. The crowning touch 
is the racket has an edge tape in matching color. Very sharp looking. No other racket looks like these!

HQ9801 - STIGA PURE ADVANCE GREEN TABLE TENNIS RACKET
A Performance-Level Racket with Added Flare Excellent Control with ACS Technology Increased Speed 
with Crystal Technology that Hardens the Blade 3 Star Rubber, Concave Handle, 1.5 mm Sponge, 5-ply 
Blade Speed: 75 Spin: 65 Control: 65 Stiga Pure Racket ! These recreational grade rackets come in your 
choice of four vivid colors! Green , Yellow , Blue , and Pink . Being so colorful, they are, of course, not 
permitted in sanctioned competitions, which are restricted to black on one side and red on the other. How 
bland! But hey, if you don’t play in sanctioned tournaments, why not add some color and flare to your 
racket? These rackets are covered in 1.5 mm Stiga -star-star inverted rubber. This rubber incorporates Sti-
ga’s ACS Technology which allows very high speed to be combined with max springiness and elasticity in 
an ultralight rubber possessing outstanding control. The blade is 5-ply with a Flared handle and is covered 
in a special Crystal Technology lacquer that stiffens the blade and increases its speed. The crowning touch 
is the racket has an edge tape in matching color. Very sharp looking. No other racket looks like these!
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HQ9901 - STIGA PURE ADVANCE YELLOW TABLE TENNIS RACKET
A Performance-Level Racket with Added Flare Excellent Control with ACS Technology Increased Speed 
with Crystal Technology that Hardens the Blade 3 Star Rubber, Concave Handle, 1.5 mm Sponge, 5-ply 
Blade Speed: 75 Spin: 65 Control: 65 Stiga Pure Racket ! These recreational grade rackets come in your 
choice of four vivid colors! Green , Yellow , Blue , and Pink . Being so colorful, they are, of course, not 
permitted in sanctioned competitions, which are restricted to black on one side and red on the other. How 
bland! But hey, if you don’t play in sanctioned tournaments, why not add some color and fl are to your 
racket? These rackets are covered in 1.5 mm Stiga -star-star inverted rubber. This rubber incorporates Sti-
ga’s ACS Technology which allows very high speed to be combined with max springiness and elasticity in 
an ultralight rubber possessing outstanding control. The blade is 5-ply with a Flared handle and is covered 
in a special Crystal Technology lacquer that stiffens the blade and increases its speed. The crowning touch 
is the racket has an edge tape in matching color. Very sharp looking. No other racket looks like these!

HQ1260 - STIGA T1260 TITAN TABLE TENNIS RACKET
Rubber: Triumph inverted tournament rubber Handle: Concave Italian composite with WRB system 
Sponge: 2.0mm Blade: 5-ply extra light blade with Balsa Tech SPECIFICATIONS Plies 5 Handle Flared 
Rubber Triumph inverted tournament Sponge Thickness 2.0 mm ITTF-approved Yes Control 82 Speed 80 
Spin 77 Indoor/Outdoor Indoor WRB system Yes Crystal technology Yes Balsa Technoloy Yes -49.93szr-

HQ1261 - STIGA TORCH TABLE TENNIS RACKET
The STIGA Torch is a tournament-level racket that offers exceptional performance ratings and features. 
With an International Table Tennis Federation (ITTF) approved rubber, Crystal Technology for increased 
speed, and WRB Technology for the optimal balance of weight and speed, the STIGA Torch is the perfect 
racket for a player looking to trade-up to a performance racket with an even balance of speed, spin, and 
control. Performance-level table tennis racket. ITTF approved inverted tournament rubber. Crystal technol-
ogy hardens blade for increased speed. Performance Ratings- Speed: 80 Spin: 77 Control: 82. fi ve-ply 
extra light blade, 2mm sponge, concave Italian composite handle

HQ1270 - STIGA T1270 SUPREME TABLE TENNIS RACKET
Rubber: Future inverted with ACS technology Handle: Anatomic Italian composite with WRB system 
Sponge: 2.0mm Blade: 6-ply extra light blade with Tube technology and Crystal Tech technology SPEC-
IFICATIONS Plies 6 Handle Anatomic Rubber Future inverted Sponge Thickness 2.0 mm ITTF-approved 
Yes Control 89 Speed 90 Spin 92 Indoor/Outdoor Indoor ACS Technology Yes WRB System Yes Crystal 
technology Yes Stiga Tube Yes

HQ1271 - STIGA NITRO TABLE TENNIS RACKET
The STIGA Nitro is a tournament-level racket that offers exceptional performance ratings and features. 
With an International Table Tennis Federation (ITTF) Approved Rubber, STIGA Tube Technology, and 
WRB Technology for the optimal balance of weight and speed, the STIGA Nitro is the perfect racket for 
a player looking to trade-up to a performance racket with an even balance of speed, spin, and control. 
Performance-level table tennis racket. ITTF approved rubber for tournament play. Features STIGA ACS for 
control and speed. Performance Ratings- Speed: 90 Spin: 92 Control: 89. 7-ply extra light blade, future 
inverted rubber, and 2mm sponge

HQ1281 - STIGA EVOLUTION TABLE TENNIS RACKET
The Stiga Evolution racket introduces an exciting new technology in the Shock Dispersion Tube. This new 
SDT technology utilizes a high-tech composite rod that is integrated into the handle and blade. This tube 
allows energy and vibration created from contact with the ball to be transferred through the tube and out 
of the handle in the form of sound energy, which improves speed, control and feel. Performance Rating - 
Speed: 96  Spin: 94  Control: 90.

HQ1282 - STIGA TALON TABLE TENNIS RACKET
The STIGA Talon is a tournament-level racket that offers exceptional performance ratings and features. 
With an International Table Tennis Federation (ITTF) Approved Rubber, STIGA Shock Dispersion Tube, 
Nano Composite Technology, and WRB Technology, the STIGA Talon is the perfect racket for a player 
looking to take their game to the next level with exceptional speed, spin, and control ratings. Perfor-
mance-level table tennis racket. ITTF approved rubber for tournament play. Features shock dispersion 
technology (SDT). Performance Ratings- Speed: 96 Spin: 94 Control: 90. Premium rubber, 2mm sponge, 
and six-ply light blade
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HQ1290 - STIGA PRO CARBON TABLE TENNIS RACKET
The ProCarbon is a perfect blend of cutting-edge technologies and advanced materials. The ProCarbon 
will allow you to experience the extreme power and spin found in rackets of the top players around the 
world.

HQ1291 - STIGA RAPTOR TABLE TENNIS RACKET
The STIGA Raptor is a perfect blend of cutting-edge technologies and advanced materials. The Raptor 
will allow you to experience the extreme power and spin found in rackets of the top players around the 
world. This performance-level table tennis racket features ITTF approved rubber for tournament play with 
performance ratings of Speed: 99, Spin: 100, and Control: 80. The Raptor features a 7-ply extra light 
blade with S5 rubber and 2mm sponge. The Carbon Technology creates power and speed and the ACS 
Technology increases control. STIGA – Play the best!. Performance-level table tennis racket. ITTF approved 
rubber for tournament play. Features carbon technology for power and speed. Performance Ratings- 
Speed: 99 Spin: 100 Control: 80. Seven-ply extra light blade, S5 rubber, and 2mm sponge

NQ4130 - CORNILLEAU SPORT 100 RACKET
The SPORT 100 allows you to take your fi rst steps at the ping-pong table with family or friends. It goes 
from hand to hand: from the nephew to the grandpa, to the great aunt… All the family comes together 
around the table for a game of good old-fashioned fun.

NQ3230 - CORNILLEAU SPORT 200 RACKET
You play from time to time, but each time you improve. SPORT 200 is a leisure bat that allows you to take 
your fi rst steps. And what do you want from a new tool? Precision and control. That’s just what you’ll get 
from the SPORT 200. In summary, an ideal bat to move from leisure player to that of a real table tennis 
player. SPECIFICATIONS Classifi cation OFF Type ITTF 1 star Plies 5 Handle Flared Sponge Thickness 1.5 
mm ITTF-approved Yes Color of sponge White Control 9 Speed 5 Spin 4 Indoor/Outdoor Indoor Material 
Wood

NQ3330 - CORNILLEAU SPORT 300 RACKET
The passion is getting to you: you’re increasing the time you spend playing. With a two-star coating with 
better adhesion, the SPORT 300 allows you to build volleys and impress everyone. You’ll gain in confi -
dence and affi rm your more versatile play. SPECIFICATIONS Classifi cation OFF Type ITTF 2 stars Plies 5 
Handle Flared Sponge Thickness 1.8 mm ITTF-approved Yes Color of sponge White Control 9 Speed 6 
Spin 5 Indoor/Outdoor Indoor Material Wood

NQ3430 - CORNILLEAU SPORT 400 TABLE TENNIS RACKET
The SPORT 400 allows you to express yourself at the ping-pong table. You’ll have pleasure in varying 
your spin. A chop? A lifting shot? This bat will meet your expectations. Its 1.8-mm coating allow you to be 
bold: you’ll learn to enjoy overwhelming your opponents. Your progress will be highlighted: the SPORT 
400 will lead you to go even farther. SPECIFICATIONS Classifi cation OFF Type ITTF 3 stars Plies 5 Handle 
Flared Sponge Thickness 1.8 mm ITTF-approved Yes Color of sponge White Control 8 Speed 7 Spin 6 
Indoor/Outdoor Indoor Material Wood
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NQ2550 - CORNILLEAU PERFORM 500 RACKET
Cornilleau Perform Racket This is an outstanding value in pre-assembled rackets. Ideal for the Allround to 
Offensive player who doesn’t want to mess with assembling their own racket. With ITTF approved rubber 
assuring powerful grip, good speed, and fantastic control. DETAILS The AERO technology in the Perform 
500 bat provides excellent contact with the ball. Featuring powerful grip its coverings guarantee you con-
sistent trajectories and spin with every single shot. Ideal ALL/OFF player. Concept Aero SPECIFICATIONS 
Classification OFF+ Type ITTF 3 stars Plies 5 Handle Flared Sponge Thickness 1.8 mm ITTF-approved Yes 
Color of sponge White Control 8 Speed 7 Spin 7 Indoor/Outdoor Indoor Material Wood

NQ6500 - CORNILLEAU PERFORM 600 RACKET
Cornilleau Perform Racket This is an outstanding value in pre-assembled rackets. Ideal for the Allround to 
Offensive player who doesn’t want to mess with assembling their own racket. With ITTF approved rubber 
assuring powerful grip, good speed, and fantastic control. The AERO and OFC technologies provide the 
Perform 600 bat with unrivalled ball control and contact. Featuring powerfull grip its coverings guarantee 
you consistent trajectories and spin with every single shot. Ideal ALL/OFFF player. SPECIFICATIONS Clas-
sification OFF+ Type ITTF 4 stars Plies 5 Handle Flared Sponge Thickness 1.8 mm ITTF-approved Yes Color 
of sponge White Control 7,5 Speed 7 Spin 7,5 Indoor/Outdoor Indoor Material Wood

NQ8500 - CORNILLEAU PERFORM 800 RACKET
Cornilleau Perform Racket This is an outstanding value in pre-assembled rackets. Ideal for the Allround to 
Offensive player who doesn’t want to mess with assembling their own racket. With ITTF approved rubber 
assuring powerful grip, good speed, and fantastic control. Thanks to its DYNACELL sponge and its dynam-
ic blade, the Perform 800 bat is a reference for OFF players. The AERO and OFC technologies provide 
ball control and good contact, while the powerful grip displayed by its coverings ensures consistent 
trajectories and spin with every single shot. Concept Aero - OFC - Dynacell SPECIFICATIONS Classifica-
tion OFF+ Type ITTF 5 stars Plies 5 Handle Flared Sponge Thickness 1.8 mm ITTF-approved Yes Color of 
sponge Orange Control 7 Speed 8 Spin 8 Indoor/Outdoor Indoor Material Wood

NQ1500 - CORNILLEAU EXCEL 1000 RACKET
Thanks to its DYNACELL sponge and its highly dynamic blade, the Excell 1000 bat is a reference for 
OFF/OFF+ players. The AERO and OFC technologies provide ball control and good contact, whilst the 
top-sheet EFFICIENT CURVE ensures sound trajectories and lots of topspin rotation. SPECIFICATIONS Clas-
sification OFF+ Type ITTF Performa 1 Plies 5 Handle Flared Sponge Thickness 2.0 mm ITTF-approved Yes 
Color of sponge Orange Control 6,5 Speed 8,5 Spin 8,5 Indoor/Outdoor Indoor Material Wood System 
Aero Soft - Dynacell - OFC - Efficient Curve

NQ2500 - CORNILLEAU EXCEL 2000 CARBON RACKET
Thanks to its CARBON TECHNOLOGY insert and its DYNACELL sponge, the Excell 2000 Carbon bat 
is a genuine reference for OFF/OFF+ players. The AERO SOFT and OFC technologies provide ball 
control and good contact, whilst the top-sheet EFFICIENT CURVE ensures very sound trajectories and the 
maximum of topspin rotation. SPECIFICATIONS Classification OFF+ Type ITTF Performa 2 Plies 5 Handle 
Flared Sponge Thickness 2.0 mm ITTF-approved Yes Color of sponge White Control 6 Speed 9 Spin 9 
Indoor/Outdoor Indoor Material Wood System Carbon Technology - Aero Soft - OFC - Dynacell - Efficient 
Curve

NQ3500 - CORNILLEAU EXCEL 3000 CARBON RACKET
Cornilleau’s Excell 3000 racket replaces the Impulse series and features new carbon technology, leading 
to more rigid bats, and as a result, a more powerful game. It is perfect for club level players looking to 
improve their style of play. This bat has been built for those with an offensive game. Light in weight, it is 
fitted with a very fast offensive blade and a 2mm fast sponge to really enhance your game. It features 
Cornilleau’s Fast Sponge to provide greater speed and spin, and a Perforated Handle System (PHS) to 
add greater grip and a better performance. Its also features the Opti Feel Concept (OFC), which consists 
of wooden fibres in each ply wood providing a top of sensations and a direct increase in control and 
precision.

NQ4401 - RACKET CORN SG DRIVE  ALL+ FL
The blade part of Cornilleau SIMON GAUZY QUEST ALL + is extremely suitable for players who are 
mainly looking for control and have a focus to impose their rhythm on the game with a lot of rotation. It is 
perfectly complemented with OFF + liners, thus providing precision and control in counter-attacks. Those 
who want to perfectly improve their game, however, combine this wooden piece with ALL / OFF linings.
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NQ1501 - RACKET CORN HC TARGET OFF+ FL
Table tennis Cornilleau Calderano Target Pro GT is a racket designed for competitors and very good 
recreational players. Cornilleau has compiled rackets for which he used the best wood and rubber, and 
prepared a racket that has excellent characteristics for different levels of players. In this way you will not 
need to choose wood and rubber, but you can already order the best choice for your needs.

NQ2401 - RACKET CORN SG TARGET OFF FL
The Cornilleau Gauzy Target Pro GT table tennis racket is a raffle racket designed for competitors and 
very good recreational players. Cornilleau has compiled rackets for which he used the best wood and 
rubber, and prepared a racket that has excellent characteristics for different levels of players. In this way 
you will not need to choose wood and rubber, but you can already order the best choice for your needs.

NQ454705 - CORNILLEAU SOFTBAT TABLE TENNIS RACKET BLUE
Brand new from Cornilleau is the world’s first eco-design table tennis bat. After several years of research 
and development working with Armor Lux and their bio-injection partner, Cornilleau has launched the first 
green racket made from recycled clothing. The Softbat is ideal for training and educational use with a 
playing surface that creates some spin but not too much. The round, ergonomic handle suits both children 
and adults alike. These bats are weather resistant, shock resistant, and have a non-detachable covering. 
They are perfect for parks, schools, campgrounds, swimming areas, and other institutional uses. SPEED : 
6 SPIN : 6+ CONTROL : 6+ Technology Made from recycled materials Softskin elastomer blade Playing 
Quality Ultra durable bat Ideal for beginners and training Weather resistant Shock resistant ECO DESIGN 
Softbats are made from recycling cotton and polyester fabrics from former Amor Lux collections and end 
of life clothing. BLADE Recycled thermoplastic blade makes this an extremely solid bat which is resistant to 
impacts, UV rays and humidity. COVERING Non-detachable covering is completely resistant to humidity 
and will not peel, making these paddles perfect for use in schools, parks, campgrounds, and institutions. 
HANDLE Round ergonomic handle with soft touch grip that is comfortable to use. MATERIAL Elastomer 
material that grips, and an upper surface that protects. DESIGN Designed and manufactured in France.

NQ454706 - CORNILLEAU SOFTBAT TABLE TENNIS RACKET GREEN
Brand new from Cornilleau is the world’s first eco-design table tennis bat. After several years of research 
and development working with Armor Lux and their bio-injection partner, Cornilleau has launched the first 
green racket made from recycled clothing. The Softbat is ideal for training and educational use with a 
playing surface that creates some spin but not too much. The round, ergonomic handle suits both children 
and adults alike. These bats are weather resistant, shock resistant, and have a non-detachable covering. 
They are perfect for parks, schools, campgrounds, swimming areas, and other institutional uses. SPEED : 
6 SPIN : 6+ CONTROL : 6+ Technology Made from recycled materials Softskin elastomer blade Playing 
Quality Ultra durable bat Ideal for beginners and training Weather resistant Shock resistant ECO DESIGN 
Softbats are made from recycling cotton and polyester fabrics from former Amor Lux collections and end 
of life clothing. BLADE Recycled thermoplastic blade makes this an extremely solid bat which is resistant to 
impacts, UV rays and humidity. COVERING Non-detachable covering is completely resistant to humidity 
and will not peel, making these paddles perfect for use in schools, parks, campgrounds, and institutions. 
HANDLE Round ergonomic handle with soft touch grip that is comfortable to use. MATERIAL Elastomer 
material that grips, and an upper surface that protects. DESIGN Designed and manufactured in France.

NQ454707 - CORNILLEAU SOFTBAT TABLE TENNIS RACKET RED
Brand new from Cornilleau is the world’s first eco-design table tennis bat. After several years of research 
and development working with Armor Lux and their bio-injection partner, Cornilleau has launched the first 
green racket made from recycled clothing. The Softbat is ideal for training and educational use with a 
playing surface that creates some spin but not too much. The round, ergonomic handle suits both children 
and adults alike. These bats are weather resistant, shock resistant, and have a non-detachable covering. 
They are perfect for parks, schools, campgrounds, swimming areas, and other institutional uses. SPEED : 
6 SPIN : 6+ CONTROL : 6+ Technology Made from recycled materials Softskin elastomer blade Playing 
Quality Ultra durable bat Ideal for beginners and training Weather resistant Shock resistant ECO DESIGN 
Softbats are made from recycling cotton and polyester fabrics from former Amor Lux collections and end 
of life clothing. BLADE Recycled thermoplastic blade makes this an extremely solid bat which is resistant to 
impacts, UV rays and humidity. COVERING Non-detachable covering is completely resistant to humidity 
and will not peel, making these paddles perfect for use in schools, parks, campgrounds, and institutions. 
HANDLE Round ergonomic handle with soft touch grip that is comfortable to use. MATERIAL Elastomer 
material that grips, and an upper surface that protects. DESIGN Designed and manufactured in France.
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NQ3400 - CORNILLEAU TACTEO 30 WEATHERPROOF TABLE TENNIS RACKET - BLUE/
WHITE
Years of research and development went into this revolutionary line of table tennis rackets. This racket of-
fers weather resistance, durability and innovative design unequalled on the market. These popular rackets 
are ideal for intensive use in schools, youth clubs, recreational centers and resorts. In addition, they make 
great rackets for home use. The Tacteo 30 Racket is available in blue/white offers: - protection against out-
door conditions and humidity - a surface which will not peel and is resistant to chipping - shock resistant 
to provide extreme durability - resistance to cold, heat, and UV rays for a long lasting color - ergonomic 
handle for comfort and grip - easy to clean SPECIFICATIONS Type Polymer Control 8+ Speed 5 Spin 5+ 
Indoor/Outdoor Outdoor Material Composite

NQ5405 - CORNILLEAU TACTEO 50 TURQUOISE TABLE TENNIS RACKET
LAUNCHED IN 2005, THE TACTEO IS IMPROVING YEAR ON YEAR TO THE RHYTHM OF CORNIL-
LEAU’S INNOVATIONS. CAPABLE OF WITHSTANDING ALL KINDS OF BAD WEATHER, THE 100% 
FRENCH OUTDOOR BAT BOASTS A NEW, COLOURFUL LOOK, WHICH WILL UNITE YOUNG AND 
OLD IN THE JOYS OF THE GAME WITH FAMILY. The perfect alliance of technological innovation and 
design, this composite bat, based on a revolutionary concept, offers unique benefits both in terms of its 
resistance to shocks and outdoor conditions and comfortable feel. SHOCK RESISTANT The injected poly-
mer blade provides an extremely solid core with improved resistance to impact, UVs and humidity. NOT 
DETACHABLE The twin-injection manufacturing process provides perfect adherence between the rubber 
and the blade. MADE IN FRANCE Product designed, developed and manufactured in France. SPECIFICA-
TIONS Type Polymer Control 7+ Speed 7 Spin 7+ Indoor/Outdoor Outdoor Material Composite

NQ5407 - CORNILLEAU TACTEO 50 RED TABLE TENNIS RACKET
Launched in 2005, the Tacteo line of table tennis rackets is improving year by year. Capable of withstand-
ing all kinds of bad weather, the 100% French outdoor paddle boasts a new colorful look, one that will 
unite young and old alike in the joys of the game. The perfect alliance of technological innovation and 
design, this composite bat, based on a revolutionary concept, offers unique benefits both in terms of its 
resistance to shocks and outdoor conditions and comfortable feel. SHOCK RESISTANT The injected poly-
mer blade provides an extremely solid core with improved resistance to impact, UVs and humidity. NOT 
DETACHABLE The twin-injection manufacturing process provides perfect adherence between the rubber 
and the blade. This makes it perfect for use in parks, schools, campgrounds, institutions, or other places 
where table tennis paddles are subjected to hard use and abuse. MADE IN FRANCE Product designed, 
developed and manufactured in France. SPECIFICATIONS Type Polymer Control 7+ Speed 7 Spin 7+ 
Indoor/Outdoor Outdoor Material Composite

NQ5408 - CORNILLEAU TACTEO 50 GREY TABLE TENNIS RACKET
LAUNCHED IN 2005, THE TACTEO IS IMPROVING YEAR ON YEAR TO THE RHYTHM OF CORNIL-
LEAU’S INNOVATIONS. CAPABLE OF WITHSTANDING ALL KINDS OF BAD WEATHER, THE 100% 
FRENCH OUTDOOR BAT BOASTS A NEW, COLOURFUL LOOK, WHICH WILL UNITE YOUNG AND 
OLD IN THE JOYS OF THE GAME WITH FAMILY. The perfect alliance of technological innovation and 
design, this composite bat, based on a revolutionary concept, offers unique benefits both in terms of its 
resistance to shocks and outdoor conditions and comfortable feel. SHOCK RESISTANT The injected poly-
mer blade provides an extremely solid core with improved resistance to impact, UVs and humidity. NOT 
DETACHABLE The twin-injection manufacturing process provides perfect adherence between the rubber 
and the blade. MADE IN FRANCE Product designed, developed and manufactured in France. SPECIFICA-
TIONS Type Polymer Control 7+ Speed 7 Spin 7+ Indoor/Outdoor Outdoor Material Composite

NQ4576 - CORNILLEAU NEXEO X70 RACKET
A fast, high-precision bat thanks to its sponge-backed smooth rubber cover. The materials selected offer 
improved resistance to shocks and weather conditions. Great product durability, without compromising 
quality of play. Ref 457 600 Spin 8,5 Speed 8,5 Control 8 Rubber Polymer Raw Composite Foam color 
White SPECIFICATIONS Type Foamed Polymer Control 8 Speed 8,5 Spin 8,5 Indoor/Outdoor Outdoor 
Material Composite

NQ4596 - CORNILLEAU NEXEO X90 CARBON FIBER RACKET
Spin 8,5 Speed 8,5 Control 8 Rubber Polymère Raw Composite Concept Carbon Fiber Foam color 
Blanche
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NQ4626 - CORNILLEAU NEXEO GRAPHITE X200 RACKET
Cornilleau Nexeo Graphite X200 is the perfect combination of expertise in graphite technologies, that 
thus far has been reserved for the tennis world, and outdoor ping pong. This is the most high performance 
outdoor racket on the market. It took 3 years for this product to come to fruition and the results offer 
supreme qualities that one might assume are incompatible: outdoor weather resistance, incredibly high 
performance, ultra-durabllity (shock resistant), and extra light weight. Don’t hesitate for even a second; 
you too can BOOST YOUR GAME! Cornilleau, the world leader and innovator in outdoor racket technol-
ogy, has never before offered an outdoor racket with such high performance and it’s worth every penny. 
They faced a conundrum!how do you combine the weather resistance and durability necessary for out-
door play with the light weight and high performance typical of normal indoor play blades and rubbers? 
Indoor table tennis rubbers offer high performance with great speed and spin and blades that are light 
and fast; whereas, outdoor rackets historically were much heavier and simply could not produce the same 
degree of spin and speed. On the other hand, outdoor rackets were tough and durable, unlike indoor 
rackets that were easy to break, not weather resistant, and with rubber surfaces that wore out quickly. The 
Nexeo X200 solved this conundrum of racket technologies by offering the best of both worlds! Nexeo’s 
dynamic sponge offers unmatched speed and catapult effect similar to competition rubbers. The top elas-
tomer layer grabs the ball tightly to apply lots of spin, and with familiar feel and control. By permanently 
mounting this covering on a 100% carbon fi ber core, this racket is much lighter and faster than other 
outdoor rackets and comparable with weights of typical indoor rackets. The carbon fi ber core also stiffens 
the blade, enhances feel, and increases speed. But unlike indoor rackets, Nexeo X200 easily withstands 
impact and bad weather. The covering can’t be removed and never needs replacement, assuring years of 
high performance without the hassle of replacing rubbers to regain performance. Lastly, Nexeo’s special 
elastomer handle is super comfortable, ergonomic, and provides optimal grip. Speed, Spin, Precision, 
Durability, Weather Resistance, Light Weight, Comfort, and No Maintenance!this racket has it all! Spin 
9 Speed 9.5 Control 7 Rubber Foamed Elastomer Core Composite Concept Graphite Inside, Extra Light 
Foam color White

RUBBER SHEETS • REVÊTEMENTS

CR77X19 - QRC-RUBBER  900 CHAMPION
2 x self-adhesive rubbers for the Schildkröt QRC system, Champion-QRC, 1,9mm, type of player: Attack

CR78X21 - QRC-RUBBER 3000 ENERGY
2 x self-adhesive rubbers for the Schildkröt QRC system, Energy-QRC, 2,1mm, type of player: Attack

CR79X23 - QRC-RUBBER 7000 LIGA
2 x self-adhesive rubbers for the Schildkröt QRC system, Liga-QRC, 2,3mm, type of player: Attack +
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SETS & GAMES • ENSEMBLES & JEUX

CJ8435 - DONIC-SCHILDKRÖT TABLE TENNIS MINI SET
Play ping pong just about anywhere with this terrifi c little set of net, paddle and ball. Fasten the two 
suction cups to almost any fl at surface, stick the net posts in the suction cups, slip the net onto the posts, 
pick up the rackets, and start playing! Great fun and entertainment for the kids. See how long they can 
ping-pong the slow-bounce ball back and forth over the net. Set includes: 2 mini wood rackets with rubber 
faces. 5.5” tall by 3.5” wide (14 x 9 cm). 2 suction cup net bases 2 net posts that attach to the net bases 
1 plastic net. 3.3” tall 25” wide (8.5 x 63 cm). 1 plastic ball (36 mm)

CJ8610 - DONIC-SCHILDKRÖT APPELGREN LEVEL 100 TWO-PLAYERS RACKET TABLE 
TENNIS SET
Straight (ST) handle. Jade short-pips rubber without sponge. Five-ply Basic blade. Mikael Appelgren is 
one of the greatest players of all time and holds several World Championship Titles. The Appelgren line 
of rackets offers excellent quality for the price. The Level 300 to 500 rackets are best suited to school 
sports. Comes with 2 Applegren Level 100 Rackets and 3 ping pong balls, 2 white and 1 orange. These 
are basic rackets covered in pips-out rubber with no sponge (AKA, hard rubber). Designed for players 
just starting out who need control and slower speeds. Or those that don’t care about those fancy sponge 
rackets. Or perhaps those who want to return to the roots of table tennis, when hard rubber ruled the roost 
during the fi rst half of the 20th century. There’s something magical about the sound these hard rubber 
rackets make when contacting the ball. It’s said that Table Tennis’ popular pseudonym, Ping Pong, came 
from the sound of the ball rebounding off the table (Ping) and then the hard rubber racket striking the ball 
(Pong). If you get a fast rally going with these rackets, there is something charming about the sound, that’s 
missing from the game when played with those muted sponge rackets.

CJ8414 - DONIC-SCHILDKRÖT APPELGREN 300 TABLE TENNIS 2 PLAYERS SET
Mikael Applegren was one of Sweden’s all-time great players. He is a 4-time World Champion and 9-time 
European Champion. Teaming with Jan Ove Waldner and Jorgen Persson, they were the team that fi nally 
ended China’s dominance as the #1 team in the world in the late eighties and early nineties, winning 
the World Team Championships 3 times in a row. This namesake racket set honors Applegren’s great ac-
complishments. The high quality set offers excellent quality for the price and consists of 2 Applegren 300 
Level Rackets and 3 Training Balls. The 5-ply rackets are ITTF-legal with red/black 1.0mm Jade inverted 
rubber and a fl ared ergonomic handle. These rackets offer high control, perfect for all-round players like 
Applegren who excelled at strategically placed, controlled shots with sudden fl ashes of fast play. There 
are two 40mm white balls and one orange ball so you’re sure to have the right one for best visibility in a 
variety of playing conditions. A very good 2-player set that gives you all the basic gear you need to enjoy 
playing ping pong with friends or family. Speed: 30, Spin: 40, Control: 90

CJ8641 - DONIC-SCHILDKRÖT APPELGREN 300 4-PLAYER TABLE TENNIS SET
Mikael Applegren was one of Sweden’s all-time great players. He is a 4-time World Champion and 9-time 
European Champion. Teaming with Jan Ove Waldner and Jorgen Persson, they were the team that fi nally 
ended China’s dominance as the #1 team in the world in the late eighties and early nineties, winning 
the World Team Championships 3 times in a row. This namesake racket set honors Applegren’s great ac-
complishments. The high quality set offers excellent quality for the price and consists of 4 Applegren 300 
Level Rackets, a Classic Net Set, 3 Training Balls, and a handy carrying case for storage, transport, and 
keeping your set all in one place. The 5-ply rackets are ITTF-legal with red/black 1.5mm Jade inverted 
rubber and a fl ared ergonomic handle. These rackets offer high control, perfect for all-round players like 
Applegren who excelled at strategically placed, controlled shots with sudden fl ashes of fast play. The net 
includes sturdy steel net posts and clamps and a green nylon net with steel ends. The steel ends slip easily 
over the posts and give rigid structure to the net ends. The posts can be pushed in or out to tension the 
net, or relieve tension between playing sessions. There are two 40mm white balls and one orange ball so 
you’re sure to have the right one for best visibility in a variety of playing conditions. A very good 4-player 
set that gives you all the basic gear you need to enjoy playing singles or doubles with friends or family. 
Speed: 50, Spin: 50, Control: 90   -54.93-s-rs-
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CJ8141 - DONIC-SCHILDKRÖT WALDNER 400 2 PLAYERS TABLE TENNIS SET
The playing set contains two level 400 rackets: Waldner 400 lowest price in the Donic line up! Allows a 
regular allround game with an outstanding control. With concave handle and with 1.5 mm sponge rubber 
sheets. Speed: 40 Spin: 40 Control: 80  2 bats 400 (nubs inside, Elite ITTF-rubber, concave handle), 
including 3x Poly 40+ balls.

CJ8701 - DONIC WALDNER 600 GIFT TABLE TENNIS SET
5-ply Allround Plywood Designed for Intermediate Players Concave Handle Ideal for Girls and Boys Com-
posite Blade Speed: 60 Spin: 60 Control: 70  
1 bat Waldner 600 (1,8mm sponge, Donic 2* ITTF rubber, PLS-hollow handle system), high quality bat 
cover for one bat with ball case, box of 3x 3* Avantgarde Poly 40+ balls.”

DJ7195 - MINI TABLE TENNIS SET
Mini TT set Donic, 66 x 35 x13 cm incl. net, 2 small bats, and 2 balls

HJ1332 - STIGA CLASSIC TWO-PLAYER TABLE TENNIS RACKET SET
Bring it on! This is the perfect starter set to get the fun started with your ping pong table. Two straight-han-
dled hardbats with pips-out rubber (no sponge) provides that memorable pong sound with every ball 
strike. Rubber is red/black and mounted on a 5-ply blade. Provides perfect control over the opponent’s 
spin. Great for extending the rally and crowning the Ping Pong King (or Queen ). Three white 1-star 
40mm celluloid balls also included. Recreational quality for family play and tons of fun.

HJ1334 - STIGA CLASSIC 4-PLAYER TABLE TENNIS SET
Bring it on! This is the perfect starter set to get the fun started with your ping pong table. Gves you enough 
paddles for either singles or doubles. Four straight-handled hardbats with pips-out rubber (no sponge) 
provides that memorable pong sound with every ball strike. Rubber is red/black and mounted on a 5-ply 
blade. Provides perfect control over the opponent’s spin. Great for extending the rally and crowning the 
Ping Pong King (or Queen ). Three white 1-star 40mm celluloid balls also included. Recreational quality 
for family play and tons of fun.

HJ1362 - STIGA PERFORMANCE TWO-PLAYER TABLE TENNIS RACKET SET
Performance quality for active play. Two Strike rackets with fi ve-ply blades and fl ared (FL) handles. Invert-
ed rubber with 1.0 mm sponge. Three orange three-star balls.

HJ1372 - STIGA T1372 RETRACTABLE TABLE TENNIS NET SET
Play table tennis anywhere on almost any table Easy and quick setup!simply clamp down one post, pull 
net across the table, and clamp down the other post. Fits tables up to 1 3/4” (4.5 cm) thick and 6 feet 
(183 cm) wide. Net height is regulation 6” (15.2 cm), but this net is not ITTF-approved for sanctioned 
competitions Retracts to a small compact size for easy storage and transport inside included carry bag. 
Includes Retractable Net Set, 2 Stiga hard rubber paddles, 3 Stiga 1-star balls, and mesh Carry Bag.
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HJ159401 - STIGA PURE COLOR ADVANCE 2-PLAYER TABLE TENNIS SET
Being so colorful, they are, of course, not permitted in sanctioned competitions, which are restricted to 
black on one side and red on the other. How bland! But hey, if you don’t play in sanctioned tournaments, 
why not add some color and flare to your racket? Colorful Paddles and Balls Add Extra Dose of Fun! 
Set Includes 2 Rackets (1-Green, 1 Orange) and 3 Balls (1-Orange, 2- Green) Racket Features: Concave 
Handle, 1-Star Rubber, 5-Ply Blade, 1.5mm Sponge Racket Performance Ratings: Speed- 44, Spin- 32, 
Control- 88 Rackets Feature ACS Technology for Outstanding Control Designed in Sweden

HJ1364 - STIGA PERFORMANCE FOUR-PLAYER TABLE TENNIS RACKET SET
Performance quality for active play. Four Strike rackets with five-ply blades and flared (FL) handles. Invert-
ed rubber with 1.0 mm sponge. Three orange and three white three-star balls.

NJ2350 - CORNILLEAU GATIEN TABLE TENNIS DUO PACK
International Table Tennis Federation approved rubber Stylish red/black finish Concave handles- bat 
grip remains comfortable - even during long matches 1.5mm sponge covering - thickness of the sponge 
enables a faster game Durable plywood blade Bat rating: speed - 4, spin - 4 & control - 9 Set includes 2 x 
identical red bats & 3 x white Cornilleau balls Ideal for family/recreational use

NJ2351 - CORNILLEAU GATIEN TABLE TENNIS SOLO PACK
Wooden Racket ITTF Rubber Racket Case

NJ454750 - CORNILLEAU SOFTBAT DUO TABLE TENNIS SET
Pack of 2, one red and one blue. Brand new from Cornilleau is the world’s first eco-design table tennis 
bat. After several years of research and development working with Armor Lux and their bio-injection 
partner, Cornilleau has launched the first ‘green’ racket made from recycled clothing. The Softbat is ideal 
for training and educational use with a playing surface that creates some spin but not too much. The 
round, ergonomic handle suits both children and adults alike. These bats are weather resistant, shock 
resistant and have a non-detachable covering. SPEED : 6 SPIN : 6+ CONTROL : 6+ Technology Made 
from recycled materials Softskin elastomer blade Playing Quality Ultra durable bat Ideal for beginners 
and training Weather resistant Shock resistant ECO DESIGN Softbats are made from recycling cotton and 
polyester fabrics from former Amor Lux collections and end of life clothing. BLADE Recycled thermoplastic 
blade makes this an extremely solid bat which is resistant to impacts, UV rays and humidity. COVERING 
Non-detachable covering is completely resistant to humidity and will not peel. HANDLE Round ergonomic 
handle with soft touch grip which is comfortable to use. MATERIAL Elastomer material that grips and an 
upper surface that protects. DESIGN Designed and manufactured in France.

NJ5450 - CORNILLEAU TACTEO DUO RACKET SET
DETAILS Includes 2 Tacteo bats and three balls, this pack is perfect for ping pong parties with family mem-
bers and friends. With bright colors and a trendy shape, this will be popular with kids and adults. Spin 6 
Speed 7 Control 8 Detail 2 bats - 3 balls Raw Polymer Concept 1 SKIN + Colors Red + Turquoise
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NJ454754 - CORNILLEAU SOFTBAT QUATTRO TABLE TENNIS SET
Pack of 4 (2 x red and 2 x blue) Brand new from Cornilleau is the world’s fi rst eco-design table tennis 
bat. After several years of research and development working with Armor Lux and their bio-injection 
partner, Cornilleau has launched the fi rst ‘green’ racket made from recycled clothing. The Softbat is ideal 
for training and educational use with a playing surface that creates some spin but not too much. The 
round, ergonomic handle suits both children and adults alike. These bats are weather resistant, shock 
resistant and have a non-detachable covering. SPEED : 6 SPIN : 6+ CONTROL : 6+ Technology Made 
from recycled materials Softskin elastomer blade Playing Quality Ultra durable bat Ideal for beginners 
and training Weather resistant Shock resistant ECO DESIGN Softbats are made from recycling cotton and 
polyester fabrics from former Amor Lux collections and end of life clothing. BLADE Recycled thermoplastic 
blade makes this an extremely solid bat which is resistant to impacts, UV rays and humidity. COVERING 
Non-detachable covering is completely resistant to humidity and will not peel. HANDLE Round ergonomic 
handle with soft touch grip which is comfortable to use. MATERIAL Elastomer material that grips and an 
upper surface that protects. DESIGN Designed and manufactured in France.

BALLS • BALLES

CL506 - DONIC-SCHILDKRÖT JADE PLASTIC 40+ TABLE TENNIS BALLS (PACK OF 6) - 
WHITE OR ORANGE
Recreational plastic 40+ balls: orange or white. 

CL596 - DONIC-SCHILDKRÖT COLOR POPPS PLASTIC 40+ TABLE TENNIS BALLS (PACK 
OF 6)
Pop is right!the colours on these ping pong balls really Pop! Ideal for a fun game fo ping pong with family 
or friends. Blister packaging with 6 plastic 40+ balls in a mix of bright colours!pink, blue, yellow, purple, 
green, and orange.

CL590 - DONIC-SCHILD COLOR POPPS 40+ TABLE TENNIS BALLS (90)
Pop is right!the colors on these ping pong balls really Pop! Ideal for a fun game fo ping pong with family 
or friends. Blister packaging with 90 plastic 40+ balls in a mix of bright colors!pink, blue, yellow, purple, 
green, and orange.

CL516 - DONIC-SCHILDKRÖT ELITE 1-STAR * PLASTIC 40+ TABLE TENNIS BALLS (PACK 
OF 6) - WHITE OR ORANGE
Elite 1-Star Poly 40+ Ping Pong/Table Tennis Ball Recreational ball Qty : 6pcs White   The plastic training 
ball for recreational play and training.

CL526 - DONIC-SCHILDKRÖT PRESTIGE 2-STAR ** PLASTIC 40+ TABLE TENNIS BALLS 
(PACK OF 6) - WHITE OR ORANGE
Prestige 2-star Poly 40+ Ping Pong/Table Tennis Ball Advanced-recreational and training balls Qty : 6pcs 
White
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CL536 - DONIC-SCHILDKRÖT AVANTGARDE 3-STAR *** PLASTIC 40+ TABLE TENNIS 
BALLS (PACK OF 6) - WHITE OR ORANGE
Avantgarde 3-star-star Poly 40+ Ping Pong/Table Tennis Ball The famous quality of Donic-Schildkröt balls 
is achieved by careful selection. These balls are designed for both advanced-recreational play and inten-
sive training. Qty : 6pcs White

CL507 - GLOW IN THE DARK POLY 40+ BALLS
Simply charge the balls in sunlight. Featuring fluorescent material, the balls light up in the dark. Pure mag-
ic! Diameter 40 mm, green. New celluloid-free poly quality, cardboard packaging, 6 pcs.  

CL626W - 2-T CLUB POLY 40+ TRAINING BALLS
The new polyball, celluloid-free, well-known Schildkröt 2-T training quality, Box 6 pcs., white

CL626Y - 2-T CLUB POLY 40+ TRAINING BALLS
The new polyball, celluloid-free, well-known Schildkröt 2-T training quality, Box 6 pcs., orange

CL643W - DONIC 3* CHAMPION (3) 40+ WHITE
DONIC’s new plastic ball, the DONIC P40+ 3***, harder than its predecessor DONIC 40+ 3***. 
Slightly higher bounce. Recognizable by its distinctive sound. Precise and consistent bounce. Absolutely 
reliable in its playing characteristics. The official ball of the Quebec PPD-DONIC Circuit tournaments 
(2018-2019)!

DL633W - DONIC P40+POLY 3-STAR TABLE TENNIS BALLS WHITE (3)
DONIC’s new plastic ball, the DONIC P40+ 3***, harder than its predecessor DONIC 40+ 3***. 
Slightly higher bounce. Recognizable by its distinctive sound. Precise and consistent bounce. Absolutely 
reliable in its playing characteristics. The official ball of the Quebec PPD-DONIC Circuit tournaments 
(2018-2019)!
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HL416 - STIGA 1-STAR * WHITE OR ORANGE TABLE TENNIS BALLS (6)
Recreational quality balls for family play. Consistent bounce. Excellent spin. Longer rallies. 

HL496 - STIGA 1-STAR * COLORED TABLE TENNIS BALLS (6)
Comes in multicolor. Recreational quality for family play. 40mm ITTF regulation size. (6) balls

HL406 - STIGA 1-STAR * SPORT TABLE TENNIS BALLS (6)
Three sport motifs: basketball, soccer, baseball. Recreational quality for family play. Consistent bounce. 
Excellent spin. Longer rallies 

HL426 - STIGA 2-STAR ** WHITE OR ORANGE TABLE TENNIS BALLS (6)
Performance quality balls for active play. Consistent bounce. Excellent spin. Longer rallies.

HL436 - STIGA 3-STAR * WHITE OR ORANGE TABLE TENNIS BALLS (6)
Superior quality for competitive play. Consistent bounce. Excellent spin. Longer rallies. 

HL418 - STIGA 1-STAR * WHITE OR ORANGE TABLE TENNIS BALLS (38)
Never search for that missing ball again with the Stiga One-Star Indoor Table Tennis Balls 38 Pack. Hav-
ing this 38 pack at your finger tips, you will never miss valuable table tennis playing time again. These 
balls are 40mm ITTF regulation size. FEATURES: 38 indoor table tennis balls 40mm ITTF regulation size
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HL1463W - STIGA 1-STAR * WHITE OR ORANGE TABLE TENNIS BALLS (46)
Recreational Quality for Family Play 40 mm ITTF Regulation Size and Weight 46 Orange or White 1-Star 
Balls Made of Celluloid for Traditional Performance STIGA!Play Your Best

NL633W - CORNILLEAU 40+ P-BALL ABS-EVOLUTION 3* (3) BALLS
This is a box of ABS Evolution 3 x 40mm white plastic competition balls which have ITTF 3 star approval. 
These balls fi t the criteria of the new balls approved by the ITTF for competition play. They are high quality 
balls which are used in international competitions. 

NL512W - CORNILLEAU P-BALL 40+ * (72)
This is a box of 72 x 40mm poly balls for intensive training use. They are particularly suited for use in 
schools and sports centres.
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COVERS • ÉTUIS

CE506 - DONIC-SCHILDKRÖT TABLE TENNIS CLASSIC RACKET CASE - BLUE, ORANGE 
OR GREEN
Made From High Quality Material. For 1 Bat, With Pocket For 3 Balls, Sorted. Made In Germany

CE531B - DONIC-SCHILDKRÖT PERSSON TABLE TENNIS COVER DOUBLE (FOR 2 RACK-
ETS) - BLUE
Robust, padded racket for one table tennis rackets with zipper Ball compartment for up to 3 balls Incl. 
small integrated accessory compartment Protects clubs and balls from dirt and damage Successor to the 
well-known and popular Salo Plus case by Donic

CE507 - TREND COVER
For 1 x bat, extra ball pocket for 3 x balls, durable polyester, offered in red-black, blue-black, green-
black, trendy design-print, in polybag with headercard

CE541R - LEGENDS PLUS COVER
Table Tennis-bat cover for up to 2 x bats, extra ball pocket for 3 x balls, durable polyester, padded to pre-
vent friction, compartment for accessories, red/red with trendy design-print, in polybag with headercard

HE575 - STIGA TABLE TENNIS SINGLE RACKET COVER
Durable vinyl cover protects rackets and increases tack life of rubber Oversized design provides easy 
open and close
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NE450 - CORNILLEAU SAFE RACKET CASE
Storage for 1 bat + 3 balls. *balls not included

NE659G - CORNILLEAU FITTCARE CASE DOUBLE (DARK GREY)
A polyester double racket case. Colors Grey - Black - Blue. Dimension 29 x 21 x 5 cm. Material Polyester 
600D

NA900 - TABLE COVER CORNILLEAU GREY
This PVC table cover is designed to protect the table against dust and dirt so that it is always ready to 
play. It is only suitable for use on Cornilleau tables as the covers tapers so that it is 850mm wide at the 
bottom but only 250mm at the top of the table where the playing surfaces meet. The purpose of the 
cover is to protect against dust and dirt and for additional child safety. We do not recommend using this 
cover to protect indoor tables stored outside as some moisture will still get through the cover. The cover is 
supplied with fasteners but additional strapping may be required to keep the cover in place during high 
winds.

NA901 - CORNILLEAU PREMIUM TABLE COVER (GREY)
Light polyester cover to protect your table against dust and dirt. Cover attaches to the table so it won’t get 
blown away. Helps ensure the safety of children. Grey.
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NETS • FILETS

CF8306 - DONIC-SCHILDKRÖT CLASSIC TABLE TENNIS NET & POST SET
This net includes sturdy steel net posts and clamps and a green nylon net with steel ends. The steel ends 
slip easily over the posts and give rigid structure to the net ends. The posts can be pushed in or out to ten-
sion the net, or relieve tension between playing sessions. Max. panel thickness 6,5cm.  A very good net 
set that gives you all the basic gear you need to enjoy playing singles or doubles with friends or family. 
Speed: 50, Spin: 50, Control: 90

CF8311 - DONIC-SCHILDKRÖT TEAM TABLE TENNIS NET AND POST SET
Hinged posts, weatherproof nylon net, string tension.  Nylon net with foldable posts, tensible net, classic 
and robust net with screw fastening, ,max. panel thickness 6,0cm.

CF8302 - DONIC-SCHILDKRÖT TEAM CLIP-ON TABLE TENNIS NET & POST SET
Table tennis net and post set with folding posts, weatherproof net, adjustable length.   Nylon net with fold-
able metal posts, tensible net, practical clip-on fastening system with rubber pads, max. panel thickness 
3,5cm.

CF8334 - DONIC-SCHILDKRÖT FLEX-NET TABLE TENNIS NET & POST SET
Net set for table tennis tables. Quick assembly through easy clamping system, no screwing any more! 
Suited for surfaces of up to 5cm. Innovative, self tightening and waterproof nylon net with rewind mecha-
nism, quick clamping assembly with rubber pads, for all table lengths up to max. net length 175 cm, max. 
panel thickness 4,0cm.

CF8313 - DONIC-SCHILDKRÖT FRIEND TABLE TENNIS NET AND POST SET
Waterproof net, made out of metal reinforced plastic, height adjustable nylon net, tensible net, max. panel 
thickness 5,0cm.

CF8335 - DONIC-SCHILDKRÖT CLIPMATIC TABLE TENNIS NET AND POST SET
Weatherproof, tension-adjustable, nylon net. Easy-locking spring clamp. Rubber pads to protect the table 
surface.  Waterproof net with really robust clip-on fastening system incl. Max. panel thickness 4,0cm.

CF8341 - DONIC RALLEY TABLE TENNIS NET AND POST SET
Competition-quality net and post set. Tension-adjustable cotton net. Micro-adjustable net height. Robust 
screws with rubber pads.  Max. panel thickness 5,0cm.
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DF5000B - DONIC STRESS TABLE TENNIS NET BLUE
The net and post set of the New Delhi World Championships! Very durable steel-plated post, plastic coat-
ed. Strong tempered mounting screws. ITTF approved.

CX3102 - REPLACEMENT NET COTTON
Only for use with net set Rallye, polybag, headercard

HF1555 - STIGA PERFORMANCE TABLE TENNIS NET
Performance quality for active play. Mesh net. Steel extension posts instantly adjust for proper tension. 
Easy-to-use instructions included.

HF1565 - STIGA PREMIUM CLIPPER TABLE TENNIS NET
Superior quality for tournament play. Tournament performance. Quick setup. Precise tension adjustment. 
Tournament style net and post system. Heavy-duty steel post assembly clamps securely to any table 
surface. Premium cotton blend net. Tension adjustment system ensures a taut net for tournament play. 
Spring-activated clip system is quick and easy to install. Includes a net height gauge.

NX2904 - CORNILLEAU PRIMO 160 REPLACEMENT TABLE TENNIS NET (POSTS NOT 
INCLUDED)
Net Only, posts not included

NX2802 - CORNILLEAU ADVANCE REPLACEMENT NET
Polyethelene net for both indoor and outdoor tables. 72” Net System. Equipped with a cord for adjusting 
the tension of the net. High quality standard replacement net that can be used with Kettler tables if you do 
not need the tension rods
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NX2801 - CORNILLEAU COMPETITION REPLACEMENT TABLE TENNIS NET (POSTS NOT 
INCLUDED)
Cotton replacement net fi ts Competition ITTF posts. (Net only. Posts not included)

NF3803 - CORNILLEAU ADVANCE TABLE TENNIS NET AND POST SET
Clip-in posts

NF3801 - CORNILLEAU COMPETITION TABLE TENNIS NET AND POST SET
Very high-quality net and post set. Steel posts. Precise adjustment of the net height and tension. Cotton net. 
ITTF approved.

NF7140 - CORNILLEAU ADVANCE (PRO 510 / PARK) TABLE TENNIS NET
High quality clip net, clip opening 1 inch Height and tension can be adjusted Steel post and clip Comes 
with a polyethelene net

TABLES

DT4425B-C - DONIC COMPACT 25 BLUE TABLE TENNIS TABLE
The offi cial table of the Quebec PPD-Donic Circuit tournaments! / La table offi cielle des compétitions 
Circuit Québécois PPD-Donic! ITTF approved The new classic Donic competition table with a 25mm top. 
The table consists of 2 parts which are fi xed by connecting components when being in playing position. 
Technical details: 25mm top, green or blue Frame: galvanised steel 60mm Legs: 60x40mm Wheels: 2 
driving wheels 128mm Easy assembly Minimum storing space required: 1525x165x1420mm Weight: 
105kg Norm: EN14468-1, class A Made in Germany

DT4325B-C - DONIC WALDNER CLASSIC 25 BLUE TABLE TENNIS TABLE
It is an ITTF approved competition table with 25 mm top for a perfect bounce of the ball. Both table halves 
have a separate stable automatic undercarriage and a safety locking system.

DT4225B-C - DONIC PERSSON 25 TABLE TENNIS TABLE ITTF (BLUE)
Donic has developed a 25 mm high-quality top, which provides better contact between ball and table. 
Both table halves have a separate stable automatic undercarriage. Minimum storage dimensions because 
of a special folding mechanism. All players - including Jorgen Persson, who gave the table its name - are 
really enthusiastic about the playing characteristics, technical standard and look of this table.
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JT2337410B-C - SPONETA S373I 19MM INDOOR BLUE TABLE TENNIS TABLE
Sponeta Sport line Indoors. Indoor table, not weatherproof. Only suitable for dry rooms within buildings. 
Not  resistant to heat, cold, incident solar radiation and humidity (relative humidity higher than 60%). 
European standard: EN-Norm 14468-1. For active leisure time. In playback-position for solo training, too. 
Chipboard 19 mm. Color: blue. Multi-coated. Frame profile L-36 mm, powder-coated.

JT2167010B-C - SPONETA S143E 4MM OUTDOOR BLUE TABLE TENNIS TABLE
Sponeta Hobby line Outdoors. Outdoor table, weatherproof. European standard: EN-Norm 14468-1. 
Perfect for beginners. In playback-position for solo training, too. Melamine resin board 4 mm. Color: blue. 
Limited impact-resistant. Top resistant against dampness. Strongly fixed with metal frame. Frame profile 
L-36 mm, powder-coated.

JT2347410B-C - SPONETA S373E 5MM OUTDOOR BLUE TABLE TENNIS TABLE
Sponeta Sport line Outdoors. Outdoor table, weatherproof. European standard: EN-Norm 14468-1. For 
active leisure time. In playback-position for solo training, too. Melamine resin board 5 mm. Color: blue. 
Limited impact-resistant. Top resistant against dampness. Strongly fixed with metal frame. Frame profile 
L-36 mm, powder-coated.

JT2097010B-C - SPONETA S387E 5MM OUTDOOR BLUE TABLE TENNIS TABLE
Sponeta Sport line Outdoors. Outdoor table, weatherproof. European standard: EN-Norm 14468-1. For 
active leisure time. In playback-position for solo training, too. Melamine resin board 5 mm. Color: blue. 
Limited impact-resistant. Top resistant against dampness. Strongly fixed with metal frame. Frame profile 
L-36 mm, powder-coated.

JT2267420B-C - SPONETA S613I 22MM INDOOR BLUE  TABLE TENNIS TABLE
Sponeta Active line Indoors. Indoor table, not weatherproof. Only suitable for dry rooms within buildings. 
Not resistant to heat, coldness, incident solar radiation and humidity (relative humidity higher than 60%). 
European standard: EN-Norm 14468-1. The perfect training table. In playback-position for solo training, 
too. Chipboard 22 mm. Color: blue. Multi-coated. Frame profile A-40 mm, powder-coated.

JT2587420B-C - SPONETA S763 25MM INDOOR BLUE TABLE TENNIS TABLE
Sponeta Profiline Indoors. Indoor table, not weatherproof. Only suitable for dry rooms within buildings. 
Not  resistant to heat, coldness, incident solar radiation and humidity (relative humidity higher than 60%). 
European standard: EN-Norm 14468-1. For national and international tournaments. In playback-position 
for solo training, too. (is not possible with the model “SPONETA standard compact”). Chipboard 25 mm. 
Color: blue. Multi-coated. Frame profile A-60 mm, powder-coated

“JT2397419B-C - SPONETA S667E 10MM OUTDOOR BLUE TABLE TENNIS TABLE
Sponeta Active line Outdoors. Outdoor table, weatherproof. European standard: EN-Norm 14468-1. To 
be used throughout the year. Melamine resin board 10 mm. Color: blue. Limited impact-resistant.  
Top resistant against dampness 
Double strengthening by the frame and additional cross section 
Frame profile 50 mm x 20 mm, galvanized, powder-coated”
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JT2449520G-C - SPONETA S680E 10MM OUTDOOR GREY TABLE TENNIS TABLE
Sponeta Active line Outdoors. Outdoor table, weatherproof. European standard: EN-Norm 14468-1. 
To be used throughout the year. Melamine resin board 10 mm. Color: grey. Limited impact-resistant. Top 
resistant against dampness. Double strengthening by the frame and additional cross section. Frame profi le 
50 mm x 20 mm, galvanized, powder-coated

DOUBLE QUEEN
ZTDQ182-C - DOUBLE QUEEN “GRAND CHOICE 2” TABLE
Includes net & post set and FREE shipping-star You may not know the brand Double Queen, but you 
probably have seen their tables, because they manufacture tables for many major brands. By getting their 
very high grade tables under their own brand, you get the quality of a name brand without the name 
brand price. The very attractive GRAND CHOICE table is ideal for home, school, club, and institutional 
use. Its 3/4” (18mm) top is combined with an extremely durable and stable frame that makes it one of 
the sturdiest tables avaialble. The super compact system folds to minimal storage dimensions. The GRAND 
CHOICE can be used as two freestanding multi-use tables. Or fold up one half and roll it up to the end of 
the unfolded half to create a playback table. Includes sturdy adjustable net and post set and complete as-
sembly instructions. Easy to assemble. Defi nitely the best 3/4” table available at an UNBEATABLE PRICE! 
SPECIFICATIONS • 3/4’’ top (18mm) • Painted MDF top • Massive chassis construction • Compact stor-
age position • 1.5’’ x 1.5’’ Square legs (40mm x 40mm) • 4’’ Very robust wheels (100mm) • 1’’ x 1.5’’ 
Frame (25mm x 40mm) • Weight: 179 lbs. (81kg) • With playback feature • Easy assembly

ZTDQ252-C - DOUBLE QUEEN “FINEST SELECTION” 25MM
You may not know the brand Double Queen, but you probably have seen their tables, because they 
manufacture tables for many major brands. By getting their very high grade tables under their own brand, 
you get the quality of a name brand without the name brand price. This model is a solidly-built rollaway/
playback style table with a 25mm (1”) blue top. Its extremely durable and stable frame makes it one of the 
sturdiest tables available. You can fold it to minimal storage dimensions due to its Super Compact design. 
Assembly is quick and easy. Includes a tournament-standard net and post set, free! The top-of-the-line FIN-
EST SELECTION table is ideal for home, school, club and institutional use. The FINEST SELECTION can be 
used as two freestanding multi-use tables. Defi nitely the best regulation-sized table available at an UNPAR-
ALLELED VALUE! SPECIFICATIONS • 1’’ top (25mm) • Painted MDF top • Massive chassis construction • 
Compact storage position • 2’’ x 2’’ Square legs (50mm x 50mm) • 4’’ Very robust wheels (100mm) • 
1’’ x 2’’ Frame (25mm x 50mm) • Weight: 236 lbs (107kg) • With playback feature • Easy assembly

NT141600B-C - CORNILLEAU HOBBY MINI TABLE TENNIS TABLE BLUE
Don’t have room for a full-size table or your kids aren’t big enough yet for a full-size table? We have the 
solution!the Cornilleau Mini Table. This table is sturdily-built, folds in half for easy transport and storage, 
is height adjustable, and includes free net and posts. Great solution for keeping the kids busy and having 
fun at your house or cabin. But it’s also tons of fun for adults, too! Makes a great Valentine’s Gift, as well.
The Cornilleau mini table tennis table for leisure, fun and games. And with FREE shipping, it’s even a 
greater bargain. Ideal for small rooms. Quick to assemble and dismantle. With simple and strong folding 
mechanism. Blue playing surface: 137x76 cm (53.9 x 29.9 inches) and 19mm thick (0.75 in.) Height 
adjustable: 60, 68 and 76 cm (23.6/26.8/29.9 in.) 25mm (1in.) diameter legs made from galvanized 
steel. This Cornilleau table includes free net and posts. Size when folded away LxWxH only: 48 x 76 
x 82 cm (18.9 x 29.9 x 32.3 in.) Weighs only 15 Kgs (33.1 lbs.) Because it needs very little storage 
space, this table will easily fi t under almost any bed or in a closet.
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NT131600B-C - CORNILLEAU SPORT 100 INDOOR BLUE TABLE TENNIS TABLE
For its entry-level product, Cornilleau offers this ideal table for family games. The SPORT ONE INDOOR 
is perfectly suited for playing table tennis at home. Designed for leisure use, its optimized COMPACT 
TECHNOLOGY storage system makes it very easy to use. This table is truly a friend of the family. Like its 
twin OUTDOOR model, it has approval from the FFTT (French Table Tennis Association) for leisure use. 
WHEELS: Brakes provide great stability for even better playing comfort, providing additional safety when 
the table is in storage. STABILITY: The feet have an adjustment system with pad to keep the tale level and 
stable. ADJUSTABLE NET: A system for adjusting the tension and height of the net is provided on the net 
posts. MADE IN FRANCE: Product designed, developed and manufactured in France. Colors of tops 131 
000 - Blue Tabletop thickness (mm ) 19 Frame (mm) 28 Leg type Straight Leg dimensions (mm) - Adjustable 
leg pad (mm) 50 x 60 mm Adjustable net Tension Locking system P ush’n’Lock Locking points 8 points 
Standard EN 14468-1 Corner protection pads - Tabletop finish - Compact technology yes Ball storage - 
Bat storage 2 Bat protection - Net Fixed Wheel type Double notched tread wheels Wheel size (mm) 20 x 
150 mm Brakes - Approval FFTT Leasure Class D Table weight (kg) 68 Package weight (kg) 79 Guarantee 
3 years

NT131725B-C - CORNILLEAU SPORT 100S CROSSOVER BLUE TABLE TENNIS TABLE 
Indoor / Outdoor (Model 131725) A Cornilleau table always creates a stir. Just one look is all takes 
to understand the appeal. A well finished off table that is fantastic value for money, the 100S refuses 
to compromise. And yet it enables everything. Beginners will b able to enjoy their first rallies on it and 
they certainly won’t be their last. HIGH QUALITY MATERIALS: Cornilleau has been a pioneer in outdoor 
tables for the yard or patio. They are designed with anti-corrosion materials ensuring resistance to bad 
weather. ADJUSTABLE NET: A system for adjusting the tension and height of the net is provided on the net 
posts. MADE IN FRANCE: Product designed, developed and manufactured in France OVERSIZE DOU-
BLE WHEELS: The diameter (200mm) of our new Oversize twin wheels, combined with their ultra-robust 
design, offer unique clearance, maneuverability and flexibility. STABILITY: Large feet made of resin with 
adjustable footpads to keep table level and stable. WHEELS WITH BRAKES: Brakes provide great stability 
for even better playing comfort, providing additional safety when the table is in storage. STORAGE: Stor-
age bins placed on both sides of the table to store 4 bats. Thickness table top 4 mm Height frame 40 mm 
Leg type Straight with 3/4 resin Leg dimensions 115 x 28 mm Adjustable leg pad Ø 70 mm Adjustable 
net Tension Locking system Push’n’Lock Locking points 8 points European Standards EN 14468-1 Corner 
protection pads - Coating SOFTMAT Compact technology Yes Ball storage - Bat storage 2 Net Fixed 
Wheel type Special Outdoor double Wheels Wheel size 32 x 200 mm Brakes 2 Approval FFTT Leisure 
(High Quality) Class C Table Weight 48 kg Packaging Weight 57 kg Guarantee 10 years

NT132650B-C - CORNILLEAU SPORT 250 INDOOR TABLE TENNIS TABLE BLUE
This table offers great value for money. With its system for adjusting the net and its ball storage com-
partment, the SPORT SPORT 250 INDOOR is a match for superior tables. This table offers great comfort 
for users due to its optimized COMPACT TECHNOLOGY storage system. The SPORT 250 INDOOR is 
approved by the FFTT (French Table Tennis Association) for leisure use and is perfect for your family tour-
naments. INDOOR WHEELS WITH BRAKES Large diameter caster wheels, with brakes. Excellent mobility. 
STABILITY Large feet made of resin with adjustable footpads for leveling table. STORAGE Storage bins 
placed on both sides of the table to store balls. MADE IN FRANCE Product designed, developed and 
manufactured in France. ADJUSTABLE NET A system for adjusting the tension and height is provided on 
the net posts. Colors of tops 132 600- Blue Tabletop thickness (mm) 19 Frame (mm) 30 Leg type Y with 
3/4 shape Leg dimensions (mm) - Adjustable leg pad (mm) - Adjustable net Tension - Height Locking sys-
tem DSI Locking points 16 points Standard EN 14468-1 Corner protection pads - Tabletop finish - Com-
pact technology yes Ball storage yes Bat storage 2 Bat protection - Net Retractable Wheel type Special 
INDOOR double wheels Wheel size (mm) 30 x 150 Brakes - Approval FFTT Leisure Class C Table weight 
(kg) 74 Package weight (kg) 84 Guarantee 3 years

NT155600B-C - CORNILLEAU PERFORMANCE 500 INDOOR BLUE TABLE TENNIS TABLE
To see the USA version of this table, click on Cornilleau 500 USA The Cornilleau 500 is the perfect table 
for all ping pong lovers who are looking for a high quality and easy to store table. Designed for intensive 
use, it’s the best ping pong table for all your family’s indoor competitions. With its retractable net, simply 
open the table and you are ready to play. Solid construction and attractive design will look great in your 
rec room Perfect for recreational play or training Compact technology allows table to take up less space 
when folded Wheels with brakes keep the table from moving around Adjustable and solid feet maintains 
a level and stable playing surface Adjustable net ensures the net’s tension and height to be adjusted Re-
tractable net folds out of the way for more compact storage Storage for rackets and balls so you’re always 
ready to begin play Ball dispensers keep a ball within easy reach Corner protection pads for safety Made 
in France SPECIFICATIONS Standard EN 14468-1 Tabletop thickness 22 mm Frame 50 mm Adjustable 
net Tension and height Locking system DSI Locking points 16 points Wheel size 30 mm x 150 mm Table 
weight 94 kg Package weight 108 kg Guarantee 3 years
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NT155605B-C - CORNILLEAU PERFORMANCE 500M CROSSOVER INDOOR/OUTDOOR 
TABLE TENNIS TABLE BLUE
Indoor / Outdoor A titan of table for full-on rallies. With the 500M Crossover, you’ll be striving for excel-
lence. This table has the power to make your neighbors jealous, as the care that goes into each and every 
detail is palpable. With its sturdy, aesthetic outline, it has been designed for intensive practice. A look, a 
challenge, the confrontations are unavoidably merciless! A duel in the sunshine begins in what is a truly 
unique playing experience. Ultimately, friendships are built and further strengthened once the game is 
over. ADJUSTABLE NET: This dual system means your net will always be perfectly adjusted for height and 
tension. BALL DISPENSERS: Placed alongside the player, these dispensers are extremely practical, so a 
ball is always within easy reach. CORNER PROTECTION PADS: Protection on each corner of the table to 
guarantee maximum safety for you and your children. MADE IN FRANCE: Product designed, developed 
and manufactured in France. RETRACTABLE NET: The net swivels automatically between the two panels 
when you close the table, further optimizing storage space and providing better safety when stored. 
STABILITY: The legs are reinforced with a steel insert. With a wide footpad, leg height can be adjusted to 
keep table level and stable. STORAGE: Storage bins placed on both sides of the table to store 4 bats and 
8 balls. CROSSING HANDLE: This crossing handle lets you easily lift the table to avoid obstacles (step, 
edge of a terrace, doorway...). WHEELS WITH BRAKES: Brakes provide great stability for even better 
playing comfort, providing additional safety when the table is in storage. OVERSIZE DOUBLE WHEELS: 
The diameter (200mm) of our new Oversize twin wheels, combined with their ultra-robust design, offers 
unique clearance, maneuverability and flexibility. HIGH QUALITY MATERIALS: Cornilleau has been a pi-
oneer in outdoor tables for the yard or patio. They are designed with anti-corrosion materials ensuring re-
sistance to bad weather. Colors of tops 155 607 Grey Thickness table top 7 mm Height frame 60 mm Leg 
type Arched Leg dimensions 120x 60 mm Adjustable leg pad Ø 120 mm Adjustable net Tension - Height 
Locking system DSI Locking points 16 points European Standards EN 14468-1 Corner protection pads 
Yes Coating MATTOP Compact technology Yes Ball storage Yes Bat storage 4 Net Retractable Wheel type 
Special Outdoor double Wheels Wheel size 32 x 200 mm Brakes 2 Approval FFTT Leisure (High Quality) 
Class C Table Weight 72 kg Packaging Weight 84 kg Guarantee 10 years

NT155607G-C - CORNILLEAU PERFORMANCE 500M CROSSOVER INDOOR/OUTDOOR 
TABLE TENNIS TABLE SLATE
Indoor / Outdoor A titan of table for full-on rallies. With the 500M Crossover, you’ll be striving for 
excellence. This table has the power to make your neighbors jealous, as the care that goes into each and 
every detail is palpable. With its sturdy, aesthetic outline, it has been designed for intensive practice. A 
look, a challenge, the confrontations are unavoidably merciless! A duel in the sunshine begins in what is 
a truly unique playing experience. Ultimately, friendships are built and further strengthened once the game 
is over. ADJUSTABLE NET: This dual system means your net will always be perfectly adjusted for height 
and tension. BALL DISPENSERS: Placed alongside the player, these dispensers are extremely practical, so 
a ball is always within easy reach. CORNER PROTECTION PADS: Protection on each corner of the table 
to guarantee maximum safety for your children. MADE IN FRANCE: Product designed, developed and 
manufactured in France. RETRACTABLE NET: The net swivels automatically between the two panels when 
you close the table, further optimizing storage space and providing better safety when stored. STABILITY: 
The legs are reinforced with a steel insert. With a wide footpad, leg height can be adjusted to keep table 
level and stable. STORAGE: Storage bins placed on both sides of the table to store 4 bats and 8 balls. 
CROSSING HANDLE: This crossing handle lets you easily lift the table to avoid obstacles (step, edge of 
a terrace, doorway...). WHEELS WITH BRAKES: Brakes provide great stability for even better playing 
comfort, providing additional safety when the table is in storage. OVERSIZE DOUBLE WHEELS: The 
diameter (200mm) of our new Oversize twin wheels, combined with their ultra-robust design, offer unique 
clearance, maneuverability and flexibility. HIGH QUALITY MATERIALS: Cornilleau has been a pioneer in 
outdoor tables for the yard or patio. They are designed with anti-corrosion materials ensuring resistance 
to bad weather. Colors of tops 155 607 Grey Thickness table top 7 mm Height frame 60 mm Leg type 
Arched Leg dimensions 120x 60 mm Adjustable leg pad Ø 120 mm Adjustable net Tension - Height 
Locking system DSI Locking points 16 points European Standards EN 14468-1 Corner protection pads 
Yes Coating MATTOP Compact technology Yes Ball storage Yes Bat storage 4 Net Retractable Wheel type 
Special Outdoor double Wheels Wheel size 32 x 200 mm Brakes 2 Approval FFTT Leisure (High Quality) 
Class C Table Weight 72 kg Packaging Weight 84 kg Guarantee 10 years
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NT125615B-C - CORNILLEAU PRO 510M OUTDOOR TABLE TENNIS TABLE BLUE
The curved legs of the PRO 510 OUTDOOR make is the most attractive of outdoor tables. Its design 
allows it to fit perfectly into the environment of a campground, park, resort, or hotel. Designed to be fixed 
to the ground, it comes equipped with adjustable screw fittings. It can be installed in public places without 
risk of losing its parts! Its steel net is permanent and cannot be removed. The table can be used in all 
circumstances and fears neither strong wind or bad weather. Its toughness makes it an all-terrain table. 
STEEL BASE: Curved legs with system to fix it to the ground. FIXED STEEL NET: The net’s anticorrosion 
treatment is permanent and inviolable. BAT HOLDER: Storage bins placed on both sides of the table to 
store 4 bats. BALL DISPENSERS: Placed alongside the player, these dispensers are extremely practical so 
a ball is always within easy reach. CORNER PROTECTION PADS: Protection on each corner of the table 
to guarantee maximum safety for children. MADE IN FRANCE Product designed, developed and manufac-
tured in France. STANDARD NET KIT (OPTIONAL) With this kit, you can adjust height of the net. Colors of 
tops 125 115 Blue Thickness tabletop (mm) 7 Frame (mm) 60 Leg type Steel bends Leg dimensions (mm) 
- Adjustable leg pad (mm) - Adjustable net Tension - Height Locking system Static Locking points - Standard 
EN 14468 - 1 Corner protection pads yes Tabletop finish Mattop Compact technology - Ball storage - Bat 
storage - Bat protection - Net Steel fixed Wheel type - Wheel size (mm) - Brakes - Approval FFTT Leisure 
Class B Table weight (kg) 77 Package weight (kg) 97 Guarantee 3 years

NT125617G-C - TABLE CORNILLEAU PRO 510 M OUTDOOR TABLE TENNIS TABLE GREY
The curved legs of the PRO 510 OUTDOOR make is the most attractive of outdoor tables. Its design 
allows it to fit perfectly into the environment of a campground, park, resort, or hotel. Designed to be fixed 
to the ground, it comes equipped with adjustable screw fittings. It can be installed in public places without 
risk of losing its parts permanent net cannot be removed. The table can be used in all circumstances and 
fears neither strong wind or bad weather. Its toughness makes it an all-terrain table. STEEL BASE: Curved 
legs with system to fix it to the ground. FIXED STEEL NET: The net’s anticorrosion treatment is perma-
nent and inviolable. BAT HOLDER: Storage bins placed on both sides of the table to store 4 bats. BALL 
DISPENSERS: Placed alongside the player, these dispensers are extremely practical so a ball is always 
within easy reach. CORNER PROTECTION PADS: Protection on each corner of the table to guarantee 
maximum safety for children. MADE IN FRANCE: Product designed, developed and manufactured in 
France. STANDARD NET KIT (OPTIONAL): With this kit, you can adjust height of the net. Our Price on ta-
bles include shipping to many locations. Shipping to some locations may require an additional fee. If so, 
we will contact you before we process your order so that you may approve the additional fee. Note that 
freight shipping is expensive; therefore, when comparison shopping, be sure to check whether shipping is 
included. We guarantee that we have the best Price of any table tennis retailer.

NT118602G-C - CORNILLEAU COMPETITION 850 WOOD INDOOR TABLE TENNIS 
TABLE SLATE
The Cornilleau Competition 850 Wood table is approved by the International Table Tennis Federation 
(ITTF) for competition play. The table features: a 1” high-density chipboard playing surface with SKILTOP¨ 
finish for excellent ball adherence and bounce. The wood frame is designed for unmatched sound and 
better channel of vibrations. The angled frame on the playing sides allows more comfort es This frame 
is very sturdy and easy to handle. The wheels are 5” rubber-coated ball bearing casters with locks; a 
permanent cotton net system with tension and height adjustment. Folded Dimensions: 72”x30”x62”.Table 
Weight: 264 lbs. 3 year warranty. Made in France.
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NT117600B-C - CORNILLEAU COMPETITION 740 BLUE ITTF TABLE
The COMPETITION 740 ITTF has innovations that make it an exceptional table. It is the reference of top 
competition tables, bringing together all of Cornilleau’s know-how. Its 25mm top and SKIL TOP coating 
guarantees optimal speed and transmission of spin. The COMPETITION 740 delivers exceptional per-
formances. Approved by the ITTF, this table, considered as the highest range product on the market, has 
already meet the demands of prestigious competitions such as the French and European championships. 
With this table, you have total excellence in terms of quality and design! MOBILITY 4 large diameter 
caster wheels, 4 brakes. Excellent mobility. STABILITY AND LEVELNESS Large feet to adjust your table for 
a perfectly level and stable playing surface. EXTREMELY ROBUST MATERIALS The materials selected for 
our competition tables are particularly robust. WHEELCHAIR PLAY The leg assembly has been designed 
to allow for the locking of a chair under the table for wheelchair play. Meets ITTF Wheelchair standards 
FIXED POSTS ITTF-approved posts fixed permanently to the table will save you time on each installation. 
The height of the net can be adjusted without affecting tension. MADE IN FRANCE Product designed, 
developed and manufactured in France. Colors of tops 117 400 Blue - 117 401 Green Tabletop thick-
ness (mm) 25 Frame (mm) 70 Leg type Steel Leg dimensions (mm) 120 x 60 mm Adjustable leg pad (mm) 
Ø 135 mm Adjustable net Tension - Height Locking system DSI Locking points 16 points Standard EN 
14468-1 Corner protection pads - Tabletop finish Skiltop Compact technology yes Ball storage - Bat stor-
age - Bat protection - Net Fixed Wheel type ball bearings wheels Wheel size (mm) 35 x 125 mm Brakes 
yes Approval ITTF High Competition Class A Table weight (kg) 119 Package weight (kg) 136 Guarantee 
3 years

NT127137G-C - CORNILLEAU PARK OUTDOOR TABLE TENNIS TABLE SLATE
DETAILS: The PARK table is made in France of high-strength materials, and displays robustness against 
shocks, weather, and vandalism. It offers the best playing quality on the market in this category. The table 
can be installed in parks, next to a playground, on terraces, or in a campground and requires little space. 
FIXED STEEL NET The net anticorrosion treatment is permanent and inviolable. INVIOLABLE Fixing system 
(feet buried or fixed to the ground)

NT127142G-C - TABLE CORNILLEAU CONVERSION POOL TABLE TOP OUTDOOR/IN-
DOOR GREY
Convert your pool or dining table to an outdoor table tennis table in just 2 minutes! Made in France, the 
Cornilleau outdoor conversion tops feature a 5mm grey playing surface with anti-glare coating.  They 
are easy to set up, easy to store, have a protective baize layer to protect the table underneath and are 
supplied with a net kit. These outdoor tops are completely weatherproof and can be left outside all year 
round in any weather conditions: rain, ice, snow etc.  They are guaranteed for 10 years. Suitable for use 
on 6, 7 or 8 ft tables.

NT127143B-C - TABLE CORNILLEAU CONVERSION POOL TABLE TOP INDOOR BLUE
Convert your pool or dining table to an indoor table tennis table in just 2 minutes! Made in France, the 
Cornilleau indoor conversion tops feature an 18mm blue playing surface.  They are easy to set up, easy 
to store, have a protective baize layer to protect the table underneath and are supplied with a net kit. 
Suitable for use on 6, 7 or 8 ft tables.
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